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C A S E

Problem
Scripting advocates undermines
their authenticity; they end up
sounding like robots or
“walking white papers.”

I N

B R I E F

Solution
Give trusted advocates an
online space to access vetted
policy-related content (articles,
videos, etc.) and empower
them to share the content
using their own voice.

Outcome
80 advocates have generated
over 2.5 million online
impressions on advocacyrelated content they’ve shared
in the course of 6 months.

CONFIDENTIALITY AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

LEGAL CAVEAT
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Scripting advocates undermines their authenticity.
Advocacy organizations face a tension between encouraging their advocates to speak freely and keeping
them on message. To mitigate the risk of “going rogue,” many offices heavily script their advocates and
deploy them infrequently. But this approach can make advocates sound uncomfortable and inauthentic.
They come across as robotic and damage their credibility as an authentic voice on an issue.

Scripted advocates often sound
like they’re trying to remember
their lines…
And, uh, the – oh, I mean
my - second point is, um…

…or the scripting is unnatural
and makes them sound like a
mouthpiece.
Advocate Chris @advocateChris ∙ Oct 3
Send H.R. 34851 to sub-committee
today! #advocate
0

“

0

We give them talking points and
train them on what to say, but then
they just end up sounding like
walking white papers.
Director of Advocacy, Association

1 Illustrative.
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At Novozymes, an online content hub empowers
advocates to share policy messages in their own voice.
The online hub, which is accessible over the web and in a smartphone app, supplies
ambassadors with content (e.g., articles and videos) that they can share with peers
on their social media accounts. Content is hand-picked by the program manager,
keeping the substance of social media shares on message.

Online Hub Accessed by Employee Ambassadors

Supply Advocates
with Vetted Content
Content is chosen by the
program manager so the
substance of advocates’
social media shares
stays on message.

Ambassadors’ Hub in Brief
• An online space for advocates to access policy-related content (articles, videos, etc.) and share it with
their online social networks; hub also tracks each advocate’s online and offline advocacy activity
• New content added daily by public affairs office; 1/3 of content is original, 2/3 is sourced from the web
• Participation is invite-only, for most trusted advocates; minimum expectations are to post content from
the Hub to social media twice monthly and attend 1 in-person meeting with an elected official annually
• Software provided by Dynamic Signal for $10 per month per advocate
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Ambassadors maintain their own voice and authenticity by personalizing how they share the content. They
get to choose which content to share, empowering them to select messages that are meaningful to them.
Furthermore, they can add personal comments to the social media message, like in a 140-character tweet
on Twitter.

Policy Content Shared by Ambassador
with Personal Social Networks

Advocate Tina @advocateTina ∙ Oct 3
Wow! #Zymer
Here’s what fruits and vegetables looked like
before we domesticated them
Next time you pop an ear of juicy sweet corn on the grill,
remember this: your summertime favorite wasn’t always…

3

17

Empower Advocates to Share
Content How They Want
Personal comments added in the
social media message give
advocates the chance to express
themselves as they normally would.
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Advocates choose which
content is most meaningful
for them to share with their
own networks.
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Making peer activity visible on the Hub is mission
critical to build and sustain community momentum.
First, the GA manager invites the 25 most dedicated employee advocates to join the program at launch,
giving it a boost of momentum. Second, the manager adds new content to the Hub daily so that when
advocates log-in, there's always something new to see. The Hub software makes this simple, pulling in the
bulk of the Hub’s content from third-party sources.

Ambassadors’ Hub
Advocacy Manager Jumpstarts Hub Activity

What your advocates
are wondering…

Most Dedicated Employee
Advocates Enlisted First

Hub Content Refreshed
on Frequent Basis

• 25 trusted advocates recruited
for pilot advocacy program
• Hub’s activity generated,
given momentum by enthused
advocates

• New social-friendly content and
offline sign-ups added to the
Hub daily
• Advocates given a fresh
experience at every Hub login

Is anyone else
really using
the Hub?

Like a campaign, start with
your most trusted advocates
who are self-starters and
willing to be active before
the rest of the crowd.
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Add new content daily using
alerts and dailies, like
Google keyword alerts and
newsletters from relevant
publications.
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Elevating peer contributions in the Hub is what drives the sense of liveliness and allows community to
form. Novozymes does this by turning advocacy into a game - earn points for various advocacy activities.
When advocates log-in to the Hub, they see activity from their peers on a leaderboard, which encourages
them to take actions and compete for the top spot.

Launch Phase
Transparent Scoring System Energizes Ongoing Participation

Point Values Assigned
to Advocacy Activities
Points Activity List
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Share a post on social media 5
Share video on social media 20
Click on content you shared
1
Submit a post to the Hub
5
Elected Official visit - state
300

• Online and offline activities
listed on Hub with respective
point values
• Priority actions given higher
point values for incentive

Participants need to know the
rules of the “game” in order
to play – to devise pathways
to victory or a plan to catch
the leader.
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Peers’ Actions, Scores
Publicized in the Hub

What you want them
to be thinking…

Member Leaderboard
#

Member

15

You

1

Julia G.

762

Ty B.

704

2

Points
209

What an active
community
I’ve joined!

• Scoreboard updated in realtime; competition for top spot
• Points re-set quarterly to
refresh competition; top 3
rewarded with small prizes

A live, transparent scoreboard
facilitates friendly competition.
But hit reset every quarter so
stragglers don’t give up.
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An engaged community of advocates is spreading
vetted policy messages in their own voice.
After launching the Hub in early 2016 with 25 ambassadors, the size more than tripled to 80 by mid-year,
and the average participant is hitting 300-500 points per quarter. Novozymes also reports that the
program has been credited with moving the needle on an issue, earning high praise from the home office.

80
Employee Advocates
Participating (June 2016)
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100
Percent of Advocates
Meeting Minimum
Expectations

2.5
million
Online Impressions
Generated in Q1 and
Q2 2016
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Take the next step with National Journal Leadership Council
Consult with an Expert
Leadership Council experts will come to your office to help you diagnose challenges, share insights and tools
on best practice in Washington, or simply to serve as a sounding board–all as part of your membership. To
have an expert join you in your office, contact your Dedicated Advisor or our service inboxes below:

Email us at service@nationaljournal.com

Call us at 202-266-7900

Save Time and Be More Effective with Tools and Case Studies

Coach your advocates to tell more
effective stories.

Recruit and deploy ambassadors to
advocate on your behalf in-district.

To access these tools, case studies, and more, visit www.nationaljournal.com/

Discuss with Your Peers at an Event Facilitated by an Expert
ROUNDTABLES

MEMBERSHIP@LUNCH

WEBINARS

Sculpting High-Impact
Grasstops Roles

Using Data to Boost
Grassroots Advocacy

Best Practices in
Grassroots Activation

To learn more and register for an event, visit www.nationaljournal.com/events
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